NOTES of the high-level meeting with platforms of 9 January 2018

Meeting started with interventions from Commissioners Ansip, Gabriel, Avramopolous, King and Jourova. They recalled the strong duty to work together for free Europe; retained the willingness to share experiences and best practices and the support from platforms side.

Roundtable discussion after session 2

out of scope
Moderator what can platforms do more concretely? Algorithm core of the business, what can you do to help that out?

Working on injunction directive, redress, we want enable consumers to join forces, achieve remedies.

Questions of Gabriel on SMES, filtering.

, diverse bunch of platforms. Trust is paramount.

Ansip in my view you do very well; but according to other people more to be done; I am afraid fragmentation; German law, now French; question of time when next one will launch. Pls ensure remove illegal content from platforms. People are waiting for this, fruitful cooperation.
from Amazon to Gabriel, we use proprietary systems. We try to see what info is most helpful.

Gabriel meeting helped to state of play to see what we coming, but also common responsibility. Messages important, also research. We can’t move forward without the data you have; so good to see how we can move forward, to intensify common dialogue; services will balance, to decide final decision if more legislation; count on us for coming back in months to come.

Trust is the keyword.